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CW: Extremely detailed and disturbing firsthand account of what happened at the

Travis Scott concert/Astroworld in Houston where 8 people died and hundreds

were injured. Including alleged negligence by concert staff. Credit: SeannaFaith, IG.

https://t.co/03xzCzhymb

This might be her smh https://t.co/RZhwUdMa8q

— \u2600\ufe0f\u2600\ufe0f\u2600\ufe0f (@XxGrandex) November 6, 2021

We will be following this story and giving updates @StatusCoup (follow) as well as via https://t.co/LaaCjGIyB7 (subscribe) -

we're independent media and all about *TRUTH* and giving the microphone back to the people.

Travis Scott eerily watches on (could he not see?) as unconscious fan is carried out in front of him at Astroworld festival in

Houston. The concert continued.
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Fans desperately yelled to Travis Scott to stop the show. There’s an ambulance in the crowd and people were dead. The

concert continued.

“Y’all weren’t in there…motherfucking dying…save someone’s life! That’s somebody’s kid.”—A man desperately tries to get

help for someone dying in the Travis Scott/Astroworld Houston crowd and is ignored by staff and yelled at by fans—one

calls him a “bitch.”

If you know the source/credit for the above video, please let me know.

.@AppleMusic streamed the Travis Scott/Astroworld festival where 8 people died and hundreds were injured.

https://t.co/82LMh8RCYR

https://t.co/82LMh8RCYR


Feast this Friday @AppleMusic pic.twitter.com/Jym95t3rla

— TRAVIS SCOTT (@trvisXX) November 3, 2021

.@AppleMusic tweeted *after* the deaths at Travis Scott/Astroworld, “see ya on the other side. @trvisXX went big for

H-Town.” This was likely a highly unfortunate pre-scheduled tweet, but is rightly raising eyebrows.

■ https://t.co/J52ZgFuw6p

If anyone watched Travis Scott\u2019s doc on Netflix \u2018look mom I can fly\u2019, then you know that people

trampling each other and going crazy was always encouraged and literally right at the beginning of the documentary

he got arrested for inciting a riot at his show.

— Spill Sesh (@spillseshYT) November 6, 2021

Another angle of the woman from the top of this thread, who’s trying to get a camera operator to alert others as to what’s

happening as people die/get hurt at Travis Scott/Astroworld in Houston. (Source:Reddit/unknown)

Video source: Andy Pacheco on Instagram, found untagged on Reddit r/travisscott

This video is a combination of 2, filmed by @Antoeknee407 at Travis Scott/Astroworld, posted on IG. The 2 clips clearly

show the swift change in mood of the crowd–from excitement to chaos, from happiness to struggle and screams for help.

His account is striking.

@Antoeknee407 "I saw two people pass away, multiple people pass out, and one person with what appeared to be a broken

ankle in front of me."–@Antoeknee407 on IG, following his experience at Travis Scott/Astroworld in Houston.

Thank you, @skepticalspice, for pointing me to Antony's important account!
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